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NEW INTRODUCTIONS FOR 2022
CURTSY (Alleman 22) 443 EM (Lady Lucille X Patty Gay) N-11
Curtsy is a light ruffled pink with a pure white throat and a white line going through the
middle of the lower petals. It sets seed quite easy and we have seen some good seedlings from
it. For us it has long stems and a good flowerhead and makes a nice cut flower.
L. $6.00

M. 5.00

S. $3.00

MISTY SALMON (Hartline 22) 433 M (Flamenco Dancer X Timeless Treasure) 17-06
This is a light salmon on the outer tips, gold toward the throat with stripes of dark salmon
radiating out on lip petal. A beautiful unusual colored glad and for us it has a little brown in.
This is a very good cut flower.
L $6.00
M $5.00
S $3.00
POLYCHROMATIC (Hartline 22) 425 M (08-98 X Day Break) 16-56
A bright orange glad on the edges and blending to a salmon with a large yellow throat. It is
nicely ruffled and holds 9 florets open at once. This glad has a good cutting stem and makes a
nice cut flower.
L. $6.00
M $4.00
S $3.00
ROMANTIC (Alleman 22) 373 M (Composed X Courtney) R-54
Romantic is a light lavender glad with a creamy yellow throat. It is a nice ruffled glad with
needlepointed florets. This is a good cut flower with good cutting stems.
L. $6.00

M. $5.00

S. $3.00

ROSE SKETCH (Alleman 22) 365 EM (Centerpiece X Patty Gay) R-88
An unusual medium rose glad with light yellow in the upper petals and on the lower petals
where there is a dark red dart on the three lower petals. This is a good 300 size cut flower with
good narrow cutting stems.
L. $6.00
M. $5.00
S. $3.00
VOLTAGE Alleman 22) 401 EM (Daydreamer X Mountain Melody) N-94
Voltage is a ruffled white glad that has a big rosy red blotch on the lower petals and some on
the upper petals. It is a good propagator and we use it for a cut flower.
L. $6.00

M. $5.00

S. $3.00

GENERAL LISTING
LARGE
AARALYN (Alleman 07) 467 M (Daydreamer X (Celebrity X Artistry) (J-239)
Named for our Granddaughter, this is a beautifully ruffled dark rose with a cream throat that
can hold 8 to 10 florets open at once. Aaralyn is a fast propagator, has nice long flower heads
and long cutting stems. It is an easy one to dress and blooms very consistently down the row.
It is a nice cut flower and a very good show glad.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

ABSOLUTE (Alleman/Hunt 09) 457 ML AJ - 207 (Shadow Dancer X Lyle=s 99-149)
This is the first to be introduced from this cross. It was one of the most interesting crosses to
see bloom because they all had good color and lots of ruffles. It is a nice two-toned ruffled red
with darker red lip petals. It has lots of big bulblets that germinate easily making it a good cut
flower.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S 1.00
ABSTRACT (Madeson 11) 365 E 01-8
Medium to dark rose lower petals that open up and roll back and needle pointed. Has a light
pink or white upper petal. A very early blooming variety. Hold 7 open with 6 buds in color
and has a nice cutting stem.
Not available, increasing stock
ADMIRAL USHAKOV (A Baramov) 485 EM
A very beautiful light blue glad that can make a very impressive spike if given a little room.
We have grown this glad for several years and it has always done good for us. We bloomed
some very good show spikes this past season. It grows straight and is a very good propagator.
L $3.00

M $2.00

S $1.50

ALPINE SNOW (Alleman 21) 401 M (Lavender Dawn X Forever) P-24
A nice white with a cream throat that has some ruffing and the florets are needle pointed. It
grows nice and straight and has nice cutting stems. Alpine Snow makes a nice cut flower for
us.
L $4.00
M $3.00
S $2.00
CARRIBEAN SALSA (Alleman 12) 433 M
This glad is a very ruffled lighter salmon and yellow lower petals and a very bright red blotch
that spills over on some of the other petals. Our seedling number was SYR - for salmon, yellow
and red which describes this glad. It will hold 8 florets open at once.
L $ 2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

CATALINA (Alleman 10) 365
This is a bright showy glad that is a darker rose with a lighter reverse blotch in the upper
petals. It holds 7 to 8 florets open on spikes of 22 buds. This glad will make a good cut flower
and looks good in a basket or vase.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CEDAR WAX (Madeson 14) 493 M
This is a very ruffled light brown cedar colored glad with a yellow throat. It holds 7 florets
open at once on a 24" flower head. This is a very beautiful addition to the brown class.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CENTERLINE (Alleman 19) 433 (Amber Glow X Madeson seedling 92-246) J-111
This is a light salmon with a light-yellow throat that has a faint red line in the middle of the lip
petals. We have grown this seedling for quite some time and it grows nice straight spikes right
down the row. It makes a beautiful basket glad.
L $3.00

M $2.00

S $1.50

CENTERPIECE (Kochevar 84) 325 LM
A rich medium salmon-orange with a small red feather in its light-yellow throat. A great
color combination that makes a good glad for cutting or for show.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CHANCE (Alleman 13) 375 E (Rhythm X Ocean Ice)
This is a beautiful ruffled medium lavender with a white throat. It will hold 9 florets open at
once with 5 buds in color. This glad will make a nice basket and has nice cutting stems.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CHANDELLE ROSE (Alleman 97) 465 M (Powder Puff X Chandelle Rose)
A beautifully ruffled medium rose with a creamy white throat that can produce a good show
spike, holding 8 to 10 florets open. Very similar to Highstyle but without the forward lean.
Chandelle Rose sets seed very easily and has produced a lot of good seedlings. We still use this
one for hybridizing.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CHOIRS (Alleman 13) 315 M (Melissa Nicole X New Millennium)
Choirs is a tall growing light yellow glad with bright red blotches on the lower florets. We
have heard good comments on this variety from those who have tried it. It will hold 10 florets
open at once with 7 buds in color. It has a nice cutting stem and can make a show glad.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00

CITRONELLA (Berreth 03) 412 E [(Red Bantam X open) X (Red Lance X open) x Pink
Prospector]
This is another from Julius Berreth. A nicely ruffled yellow with good substance and long
cutting stem, it holes 8 florets open on a nice stretchy spike. Citronella blooms early and makes
a very good cut flower.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CITY LIGHTS (Alleman 00) 315 M (Centerpiece X Shiloh)
For us, this is a bigger better Shiloh. It is a nicely ruffled yellow with a cream throat and a red
blotch. A tall grower with nice cutting stems it holds 8 florets open at once.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
COLOR BURST (Bowen 17) 335 E (Shiloh X Sportsman) (SH-SP-1)
A nice ruffled glad from Ron Bowen that is salmon with a little yellow in the throat and a big
red blotch that spills onto the lower petals. Holds 7 to 8 florets open on a 24” flowerhead and is
a good propagator
L $3.00
M $2.00
S $1.50
COLOR FANTASY (Baranov 12) 437 E
This Russian variety is a salmony rose with yellow fringe on the lower petals with a bright red
blotch.
Not available, increasing stock
COMPOSED (Madeson 01) 345 E [Devotion X (Divinity X Tribute)]
A beautiful pink with a creamy white throat and very heavy ruffling and substance. This
goad has 22 buds and holds open 3 or more florets. It’s a good grower with all spikes uniform
down the row and is good for cutting or for show. It produces lots of bulblets and with its
parentage will be good for hybridizing.
L. $2.00
M. $1.50
S. $1.00
CORDOBA (Alleman 21) 415 E (Tom Cat X Julius Berreth seedling 2894-2)
Cordoba is a tri colored glad that is yellow, with white in the upper petals and a bright red
splash on the lower petals and a little red on some of the upper petals. It has good ruffling and
substance and is also needle pointed. For us this glad blooms early and holds at least 8 florets
open on a nice showy spike.
L $4.00
M $3.00
S $2.00
COURTNEY (Alleman 16) 445 E (P-14)
Courtney is a very ruffled pink glad with a light-yellow throat. It will hold 10 florets open at
once of 25 buds on a nice flower head. It has won seedling championship every time it has
been shown.
L $2.50
M $2.00
S $1.50

DORIS BOWEN (Bowen 17) 455 M (Seedling X Tampico) (XM-TPO-5)
This glad is named after Ron’s mother. It is a beautiful ruffled red with white on the lower
petals and a big red blotch on the white. This glad holds 7 to 8 florets open at once. It is healthy
and propagates good. We are seeing some good seedlings from this glad.
L $ 2.00

M $ 1.50

S $ 1.00

DOT (Bowen 18) 435 M (Pulchritude X Open) (PKT-O-11)
This is a light ruffled pink with a small pink rosy dot in the throat. It is a different colored pink
than most glads and makes a fine cut flower.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
ELEGANT ORCHID (Hartline 21) 373 M (Show Stopper X seedling) 17-19
Elegant Orchid is a light lavender glad with white in the throat on the lip petal. This glad is
very consistent right down the row and every spike can be cut. It holds 8 florets open at once
and has nice slim cutting stems. This glad makes very nice bulbs
L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

ELI (Alleman 19) 396 E P-32
Named after a grandson, this glad is a tall growing plum smoky with salmon highlights mixed
in. It has a nice cutting stem and will make a good cut flower. It makes nice bulbs and is a fast
propagator.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
ENTICE (Alleman 19) 473 M (Impression X Magic Moment) N-58
A very nice ruffled glad with knuckling in the throat. It is a pink lavender with a light-yellow
throat. It can make a very nice spike with 8 open florets in formal placement.
Not available, increasing stock
FABULOUS (Madeson 10) 377 E
Fabulous is a combination of purple and gray. It has a gray blotch in the upper petals, with
dark purple and lighter purple in the lower petals. This glad has good substance and ruffling,
it holds 7 to 8 florets open of 23 buds, and is an early blooming glad.
L $ 2.00

M $1.50

S $ 1.00

FLOOR SHOW (Madeson 01) 345 LM (Artistry X Muriel)
This is a beautiful combination of pink, cream and red with lots of ruffles. It has pink upper
petals and a couple of red blotches on cream lower petals. A heavily ruffles variety that’s just
the right size, it makes a beautiful basket or vase. It makes a nice cut flower holding 8 or 9
florets open on a 27” flowerhead.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

GEE (Alleman 20) 279 M (Chandelle Rose X Aaralyn) Q-2
Gee is another granddaughter’s nick name. This is a beautiful purple with a white throat that
can hold 9 florets open on a nice show flower. This glad also won the Ed Squires award a few
years ago. It is a tall grower that has nice cutting stems.
L $4.00

M $3.00

$2.00

GRACEFUL (Alleman 21) 443 M [Composed X (seedling X Magic Moment)] L-121
We sent this one to John Pilbeam in England a couple of times because this is a glad that he
really liked. Graceful is a light pink with white lower petals and is very nicely ruffled, it fits
the name very well.
It holds at least 8 florets open at once and grows nice and straight. We have used this glad for
hybridizing some and have some very promising seedlings for it.
L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

GREENBACK (Euer 97) M 302
This is a nice light green that will hold 7 or 8 florets open at once on a nice flower head. It has
a nice cutting stem and is healthy.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
ISLAND GIRL (Powys Lybbe 13) 333 M
This is a nice ruffled salmon glad with darker smoky salmon on the lip petals. It grows nice
and straight and produces plenty of bulblets. It makes a nice cut flower and is different than
most of the salmon glads.
M $1.50
S $1.00
JILLY (Alleman 99) 345 E (Centerpiece X Socialite)
A dark ruffled pink with a pure white throat. It holds 8 florets open with 6 buds in color. It
makes a good show flower and has a good stem for cutting. This beauty is a favorite of ours
and we can cut every one down the row. It is also a good propagator. We named this one for
our daughter Jill. It makes a very beautiful basket which is a real eye catcher and we can sell
every spike we can cut.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $.1.00
JONATHAN (Alleman 19) 455 M (Shadow Dancer X Lori B) AJ-125
It is a sister seedling to Absolute and named after another grandson. This is a dark red glad with lighter
red in the upper petals and a fine red line in the lower petals. Jonathan is a nice ruffled glad that holds
a lot of florets open at once.

Not available, increasing stock

KARLA (Vaclavik 11) 485 M
This is the best blue glad that we have grown and it can produce nice long heads with plenty
of florets open. For us it blooms late midseason and can make a nice show spike.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00

KATE (Alleman 12) 495 M
Kate is a medium brown glad with a red lip petal that has a cream line in it.
It is a good grower and makes nice formal spikes.
L. $2.00
M. $1.50
S $1.00
KAYLONI (Alleman 17) 435 E
This is a medium salmon glad with a cream throat and has good ruffling. It has nice long
flower heads and makes a nice cut flower. This is the one that we had a basket of in Missoula a
couple of years ago.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
KENDRA (Bowen 21) 473 EM (Pulchritude X Open) PK-TO-7
This glad is named after a nice of Ron Bowen who used to help him plant his glads and she
passed away from brain cancer at the age of 20. Kendra is a tall bright rose lavender glad with
a yellow lip petal that has a bright red blotch in it. It holds 8 to 9 florets open at once and has a
nice slender cutting stem. It propagates very good and makes nice bulbs.
L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

LEGACY (Alleman 10) 445 (Clarence’s Choice X Lady Lucile)
Legacy is a glad that can hold its own on the show table. This pink and white one has the best
qualities of both of its parents. Legacy will hold 16 florets open in the field. It has 28 to 30 buds
and good straight heads that require little dressing for the show table.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

LILAC CLOUD (Bowen 18) 462 ML (Raspberry Swirl X Tampico) (RS-TPO-38)
A beautiful light ruffled light pink lavender glad that holds eight open florets at once in formal
placement.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
LORI B (Madeson 18) 393 E (99-49)
We have grown this seedling for quite a while. It is a ruffled smoky glad with a mixture of
brown and tan on the lower petals with a red spear on the lower petals. Then the upper petals
are orange tan. It holds 7 to 8 florets open at once and had produced good seedlings with
Absolute being one.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
MAROON TUNE (Berreth 15) 458 E
This is a dark velvet red glad that did lots of winning at shows as a seedling. It has good
ruffling and makes a good cut or show flower.
L $2.00
M $1.50 S $1.00

MOUNTAIN GEM (Alleman 98) 433 M (Centerpiece X Patty Gay)
This is a heavily ruffled glad in light salmon color with a small red blotch on a creamy white
throat. It makes a nice cut flower with lots of large bulblets that germinate easily.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $.1.00
MOUNTAIN HEATHER (Powys-Lybbe 08) LM 473
Mountain Heather is a beautiful rosy lavender glad with a white throat. It is a tall grower and
makes a nice cut flower with good cutting stems.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
MOUNTAIN MELODY (Alleman 97) 335 LM
A medium salmon pink that can hold 8 - 10 florets open on a perfect spike of 25-26 buds on a
stretchy flower head. It has good formal placement and is a rapid propagator.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
ONLY ONE (Alleman 17) 453 E (Centerpiece X Timescape) P-4
It is a light red with a cream throat and a red thumb print on it. It will hold 7 to 8 florets open
at once. This is a straight grower and makes a nice cut flower.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

ORANGE DREAM (Alleman 00) 325 M (Centerpiece X Shiloh)
For us it is a bright orange salmon with a yellow throat. It has good ruffling and substance. It
will hold florets open with 6 buds in color. Every spike is cutable with the florets facing the
right way. It is a good propagator and very healthy.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
PESCADERO PAINT (Alleman 19) 343 (Jilly X Norma J) L-32
For us this glad is a light pinkish cream with a big orange brown blotch in the lower petals.
It holds 8 florets open at once with 6 buds in color. It grows tall and makes a nice cut flower.

L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

PESCADERO ROSE (Alleman 15) 463 M (Chandelle Rose X Sensation) L-80
A light rose glad with some salmon on the lower petals and a bright rose stripe on the lower
petals. It can hold 10 florets open at once in the field. This glad makes a very nice cut flower
and can make a show spike.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00

PINK MELODY (Alleman 18) 447 E (N-113)
It is a bright pink glad that is ruffled and needle pointed with a cream throat. This is a tall
growing glad that holds 8 or more florets open at once and should make a good shop glad.
L $3.00

M $2.00

S $1.50

PRIME PINK (Hartline 21) 446 M (Boy O Boy X Unbelievable) 17-08
This is a nice ruffled dark pink glad that makes identical spikes down the row. It grows nice
and straight and has good cutting stems with a nice flowerhead that holds 8 florets open at
once.
L $4.00
M $3.00
S $2.00
RED THRILL (Alleman >06) 454 M (Peerless X Contessa)
A bright, tall growing, ruffled red with a good cutting stem. Will hold 8 florets open on a long
flower head. With good propagation this will make a fine cutter.
L $2.00
M $1.50
L $1.00
ROSE LIGHTS (Bowen 19) 464 ML (Raspberry Swirl X Tampico) RS-TPO-17
A bright rose glad with a fine silver picotee on the edge of all of the petals that should get
attention. It has a nice flowerhead and grows formal.
L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

ROSE SHEEN (Bowen 20) 363 M (Raspberry Swirl X Tampico) RS-TOP-6
Another seedling of Ron Bowen that is a bright colored glad that is pink and rose in the upper
petals and a mixture of rose and white on the lower petals. It is a good cut flower and a nice
straight grower that propagates fast.
L $3.00
M $2.00
S $1.50
ROYAL STORM (Alleman 20) 478 E M-8
A purple glad that is really purple with a very fine line or silver around all of the petals. It
opens 7- 8 florets at once and makes a nice cut flower. It makes nice bulbs and has plenty of
bulblets.
L $3.00
M $2.00
S $1.50
ROYALTY ROSE (Berreth 96) 465 M [(Seedling X Pink Prospector) X Candyman]
This is a two-tone rose with lighter upper petals and darker lower petals. It has been a seedling
champion. It holds 8 florets open. It makes beautiful baskets and is a good cut flower.
L$2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
SALMON GLORY (Bowen 21) 434 EM (Boy O Boy X Tampico) BOB-TPO-4
This is a beautiful self-colored salmon glad some ruffling and knuckling in the throat. Salmon
Glory; grows nice and straight with nice straight stem. It propagates very good.
L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

SCARLET LADY (Alleman 21) 437 M (Legacy X Patty Gay) Q-49
One of the brightest colors of glads that we grow. This is a bright scarlet red glad with a pure
white throat and will hold 8 or more florets open on a nice long and formal head.
L $4.00
M $3.00
S $2.00

SEA FOAM (Madeson >02) 300 M (Muriel X White Ice)
Sea Foam is one of the best white glad=s that we have grown. It has it all: it is beautiful, heavy
ruffling and substance, holds 10 florets open of 22 buds on a nice flower head, and is always
formal with a good long cutting stem. It can hold its own on the show table and has produces
some nice seedlings.
M $1.50
$1.00
SHADOW DANCER (Madeson 02) 367 ML (Fire Frenzy X Wild Thing)
This is one of the most beautiful glads we’ve seen of any color. It’s a very heavily ruffled dark
red-rose with a reverse white blotch on the dorsal petals; quite a novelty. It holds 10 to 12
florets open at once and makes a nice cut flower. This beauty of Lyle’s is a great hybridizing
tool.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
SIREN SONG (Baranova 2008) 545 LM (Final Touch X Pink Morning)
A glad that can hold 8 to 10 florets open at once. Siren Song grows tall and can make a good
show glad. It has a good cutting stem, is a good propagator and is a healthy variety.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

SURE THING (Madeson >99) 366 M (Radiance X Candyman)
This is a tall growing dark rose glad that won’t burn in the heat. It makes a good cut flower,
having good facing and substance. It holds 7 to 8 florets open and should make a nice show
flower.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
TIM (Alleman 17) E 456 (Peerless X Cardinal) M-39
This is a beautiful ruffled dark red self-colored glad. We named it after a good friend of ours
whose favorite color of glads was red. Tim has a 30” flower head and holds 8 to 9 florets open
at once. It is a good propagator and also sets seed very easy.
L $3.00

M $2.00

S $1.50

TIMESCAPE (Madeson 03) 455 M (Magic Moment X Chandelle Rose)
This is Lyle’s seedling #98-169 which has done very well for those who have grown it. It is a
nicely ruffled right red with a pure white throat. This one caught our attention when we first
saw it while visiting Lyle. It will old 10 open florets on a stretchy 36 inch flower head. It makes
an excellent show flower with nice long cutting stems.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S$1.00

TOM CAT (Alleman 10) 425 M
We named this one Tom Cat because of its will to survive. When we had a mix, this seedling
always showed up, so we selected it his way. This is a beautiful ruffled orange glad with a
yellow throat and a red blotch in it. It will hold 9 florets open at once and makes a nice cut
flower with nice slender stems. This one looks good in an arrangement.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

WOW (Bowen 19) 423 ML (Drop of Honey X Jester) DOH-JS-2
We were impressed with this glad the very first time that we saw it bloom. It is a bright light
orange with darker orange on the lip petal and a yellow blotch. This is a nice tall grower that
holds plenty of florets open on a 30” flowerhead. This is a fun glad to cross with and we are
seeing some very beautiful seedlings from it.
L $3.00

M $2.00

S $1.50

MINIATURES
BERNICE CREAM (Alleman 12) 211 E
This is a cream sport of Bernice with the same ruffling and has a faint lavender throat. We
have had reports that it does better for some growers than Bernice. It will hold its own on the
show table and make a good cut flower.
L $ 2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
BERNICE RED (Alleman 13) 201 E (Sport of Bernice)
We found this sport of Bernice the same year that Bernice Cream showed up. It is the same
ruffled white like Bernice only with a red blotch instead of a rose blotch. Growth and health
are the same as Bernice.
L. $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
BLAST (Alleman 20) 258 E (Black Lash X Shadow Dancer) M-95
Just barely a 200 size glad, Blast will hold 8 florets open at once. It is a tall growing dark red
and has a nice cutting stem. It will show and is a tall growing cut flower with lots of bulblets.
L $4.00

M $3.00

S $2.00

BLUE BIRD (Baerman 68) 287 E
A miniature deep blue with a pure white throat. Even though this glad has been around for
quite some time, it still grows good and has plenty of bulblets. It is still one of the best blues.
M $1.50

S $1.00

BRENDA JO (Alleman 98) 247 M (Amy Beth X Gigi)
This glad is named for our daughter Brenda. It is a rich deep pink with a large white throat. It
will hold at least 8 heavily ruffled florets open. This is one of the best glads that we grow and
will make good show spikes down the row.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
CAROLINA (Alleman 10) 268 VE (Fire Frenzy X Black Cherry) J-17
This is a beautiful ruffled dark rose that is a very early bloomer. It will hold 7 or 8 florets open
at once of 22 buds. This is one of the first to bloom for us every year and it is a very healthy
glad which makes a nice cut flower.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $.1.00
DREAM RUFFLES (Alleman 18) 210 E (Brenda Jo X Cream De Mint) (L-84)
For us this is a 200 cream miniature glad with very good ruffling and substance. The ruffling is
just like Mikayla, but it grows taller and is earlier for us. You might have to take both varieties
in the house but there is a difference.
L $3.00
M $2.00
S $1.50
ELLA RAYE (Alleman 20) 225 E M-83
This is a good showy bright orange and yellow miniature glad that holds at least 8 florets open
at once and usually in perfect placement. It was the winner of the Ed Squires award this year
at the Western International Show in Missoula. This is a great little show glad and was named
after a granddaughter of ours.
L $4.00
M $3.00
S $2.00
FIRE FRENZY (Madeson 99) 256 E
A beautiful bright velvet red glad that has a lighter glow in the center of the upper petals. It is
heavily ruffled and has a waxy substance. It holds 10 florets open and is a great hybridizer
with may seedlings that have been introduced from it.
M $1.50
S $1.00

GEMSTAR (Alleman 16) 233 E (Summer Love X Cantina) N-72
A glad that blooms very early that is a light salmon with a light-yellow throat. Gemstar has a
long flower head and long cutting stems and will hold at least 8 florets open at once.
Not available, increasing stock
ICE FIRE (Madeson 98) 201 M (Muriel X Artistry)
A very healthy ruffled white with uniform red markings on all of the petals. Will hold 8 of 18
florets open at once. This ruffled beauty is for decorative use and will produce three spikes per
bulb.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S$1.00

JIVE (Alleman 19) 211 E (Fire Frenzy X Sensation) N-28
A beautiful ruffled cream glad with a purple dart in the throat on most of the petals.
We have won a 3 spike seedling champion with this one. We have seen some beautiful
seedlings from this glad using it as a pollen parent.
Not available, increasing stock
JO (Alleman 10) 263 M (Brenda Jo X Fire Frenzy) J-154
This little glad has made a name for itself already. It is a medium to light rose with a nice
cutting stem. Jo will hold 8 or 9 florets open at once on a nice spike of 28 to 31 buds. It has won
several seedling champs and won the seedling trials in Great Brittan in 2009. Don’t miss out on
this one it’s one of our best ever.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
LEXI LOU (Alleman 12) 243 E N-77 (J Denise X Breda Jo)
This glad is a light pink with a creamy white throat. Named for our Aadopted@
granddaughter. With parents like this has it is no wonder that it is such a good glad. Holds 8
open and makes a good show flower and cut flower. It is a great little glad and was one of the
best in 2013. They bloom very consistent right down the row.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
LITTLE SUZI (Alleman 04) 245 M (Brenda Jo X Trista)
This one is a medium shade of pink with a creamy yellow throat. It has very good ruffling and
substance. Little Suzie will hold 8 florets open on a long flower head and has a nice long,
cutting stem. It will make a fine cut flower and can show also.
Not available, increasing stock
MIKAYLA (Alleman 15) 202 M (Everafter X Impression) N-67
This has been one of our favorites since we saw it as a first bloom seedling. This light green
glad has it all, heavy substance, ruffling, beauty and holds plenty of florets open at once. It
should make a good show glad as it has won seedling championships.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00
My O My (Alleman 16) 263 E M-43
This is a two tone rose glad that blooms very early. The upper petals are light rose and the
lower petals are darker rose. It will hold 8 to 10 florets open at once, has a ling flower head
with long cutting stems.
L $4.00
M $3.00
S $2.00
PREVIEW (Alleman 07) 212 VE (Ambrosia X Fire Frenzy) (J-16)
Ambrosia has produced some very beautiful seedlings and this one is no different. It is a
ruffled light yellow with recessive stamens which adds to its beauty. This one will hold 8
florets open at one with nice long flower heads and good long stems to cut. We hope this one
is a preview of lots of good miniature varieties yet to come. Preview makes a nice show glad
and adds beauty to mixed bunches of cut flowers or arrangements.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $1.00

PURPLICIOUS (Madeson) 178 98-127
This is a beautiful little purple glad with good ruffling. It has a long flower head and holds 8 to
10 buds open at once. Purplicious has plenty of bulblets and is a good grower.
Not available, increasing stock
RASPBERRY KISSES (Alleman 17) EM 211(Brenda Jo X Sensation) M-62
For us this is a ruffled cream glad with a light-yellow throat and raspberry blotches on the
lower petals. It easily holds 8 or more florets open at once and has a nice flowerhead.
L $2.00

M $1.500

S $1.00

RHYTHM (Madeson 01) 279 E (Little Violet X (Violetta X Muriel)
This is a nice addition to the purple class. It is a dark purple with a large white throat and all
spikes bloom alike. It has nice cutting stems and a good head that will hold 8 florets open at
once on a nice stretchy flower head of 24 buds, it makes a great show or cut flower.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

RIO (Alleman 16) 254
Rio is a bright self-colored red glad that will hold 8 florets open at once of 22 buds. It grows
consistent right down the row with good cutting stems and a nice flowerhead.
Not available, increasing stock
ROYALIST (Alleman 08) 278 E (Fire Frenzy X B-32) J-159
This is a tall growing purple glad with a fine white line in the lower petals. Royalist holds 8 of
26 buds open at once and has a nice long cutting stem and can show.
Not available, increasing stock
SENSATION (Madison 01) 279 M (Rajah X Fire Frenzy)
This is a gorgeous two-tone purple with darker purple lower petals and a reverse lavender
blotch on the upper petals. It has beautiful ruffling and excellent substance; it brings a whole
new color to the purple class. It makes a nice stretchy spike holding 10 of 24 buds open at once.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $ 1.00

SHADOWS (Alleman 11) 295 E (Brenda Jo X Fire Frenzy)
A nicely ruffled two-tone salmon-brown with reddish-brown lip petals. The upper petal is a
light brown. Holds 7 florets open with 5 in color.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

SPIKED (Alleman 19) 201 E (Brenda Jo X Sensation) N-111
This is a beautiful ruffled white with a dark raspberry dart in it lip petals. It grows straight and
tall and done some winning.
L $3.00

M $2.00

S $1.50

SUMMER LOVE (Alleman 99) 235 E (Shiloh X open)
This glad is a ruffled medium salmon pink with a light-yellow throat. It holds 8 florets open
and can show with the best of the miniatures. It is a good parent and is one of the first to
bloom.
L $2.00
M $1.50
S $ 1.00
TWILIGHT RUFFLES (Alleman 18) 279 E (Brenda Jo X Sensation) L-75
A beautiful ruffled little glad that is purple on the lower petals with a fine white line in the
middle of and light lavender in the upper petals.
L $2.00

M $1.50

S $1.00

YES (Madeson 03) 200 E (Florence C X Muriel)
This is a beautiful ruffled white that has good substance and recessive stamens. Out of two
really great parents, this one can hold 12 florets open at once. It has 26 to 27 buds. It has done
very well on the show table.
Not available, increasing stock

